$RAP tokenomics
(internal knowledge)
Token info
Ticker - RAP
Name - Guerrilla Music Token
Supply - 100,000,000
Chain - Polygon
Contract - 0x71A7A85805f66C52faf9c1F9C4DbBE4b89e36a08
Decimals - 18
Distribution
Community - 45%
Treasury - 36.5%
Founders - 10%
Initial liquidity - 5.5%
Advisors - 0.5%

Liquidity

DEX - UniV3
Main pair - USDC/RAP
Listing price - 0.00185 USDC per RAP
All initial liquidity was locked by multisig
Distribution schedule & methods
Community - Over 3 years at the founders discretion.
Breakdown
1) Active community member rewards
2) Participation incentive rewards
3) Airdrops during community events.
4) Airdrops to large $RAP holders monthly.
5) Community Grants
Treasury - Over entire project existence
Breakdown
1) Liquidity provider rewards and incentives.
2) NFT Acquisition.
3) Partnerships.
4) Payments for services in $RAP.
5) Community lead governance decisions.

Team Share
Team share is distributed monthly after a 12 month lock and then evenly for the next 24 months,
totalling a 3 year schedule, which begins after the $RAP HEADZ PFP collection is launched
indefinitely.
40% of the Team share goes to the core team Sourav Deb, Sky Hayward, Main dev, Secondary
dev, main designer plus additional core team.
The other 30% goes to team members helping us grow through executing tasks such as the
SANDBOX build, the game build, Dapp builds, Onboarding specialists
The remaining 30% is saved for partnerships

Use Cases
The token will be bought and sold to interact with services from the international community.
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Listing services for $RAP at a small discount
Purchasing services for $RAP with a discount
We will incentivize those to use $RAP to buy and sell through $RAP-back rewards,
where the seller gets 10% $RAP back from each sale and the customer gets 5% $RAP
back from each purchase.
Services will be found on a Token-gated directory
We will have aToken-gated community calendar. This calendar will let members snipe
dates to promote their releases. Only one release slot will be available on the calendar
per day. This will encourage members to not release music/events on the same day so
the community can share each other's work. We will incentivize post sharing through
offering 1-10 $RAP for each event/release shared on twitter.
Purchasing NFTs and selling NFTs with $RAP will be announced soon
More use cases will be added as we grow.
Some of the use cases may be replaced or removed, depending on how the community
receives them

Token Stability
To further incentivize $RAP to be stabilized, we will have the services & the Calendar available
in a token gated database which will only be accessed through holding a combination of 50,000
$RAP AND a FOUNDER NFT (Membership), which will be switched to a $RAP HEADZ PFP
(Once the contract is Live indefinitely)

